
hypertrophy with more gradual reduction in diffuse fibrosis
burden but no change in replacement fibrosis.

Mid-wall LGE is present on baseline scan (white arrow)
and new areas are seen on 1 year scan (red arrows). Follow-
ing AVR there is no change in mid-wall LGE (white arrows).
Annualised change in imaging measures is presented below in
the natural history (black) and AVR (red) groups.
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Objectives Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) sequences have
evolved. Free-breathing, motion-corrected LGE (MOCO-

LGE)1,2 has several potential advantages over breath held LGE
(bh-LGE)3 including minimal user input for the LGE short
axis (SA) stack and no need for breath-holds. We hypothesised
that the use of MOCO-LGE would be faster, cheaper and eas-
ier for clinical scanning, increasing throughput.
Methods 200 consecutive clinical patients underwent bh-LGE
or MOCO-LGE at 1.5T. Image quality (Figure 1), scan time,
patient throughput (change-over time) and reader confidence
were compared. LGE image quality was evaluated qualitatively
(adaption of previously reported method)4 and quantitatively
(assessing image texture heterogenity using grayscale lacunarity,
l).
Results MOCO-LGE image quality was better than bh-LGE
qualitatively (lower score better: 0.56±1.2 vs 1.93±0.83,
p<0.0001) especially in clinically vulnerable patients eg. atrial
fibrillation , poor breath-holding, low ejection fraction
(0.59 vs 3.05, p=0.0001). Excellent image quality (score=0)
was also more common (78% vs 27%, p<0.0001). Quantita-
tive image quality was superior with MOCO-LGE (lower score
better: blood pool lambda bh-LGE 0.38±0.11 vs MOCO-LGE
0.28±0.08, p<0.0001). MOCO-LGE led to greater diagnostic
confidence (blinded review: basic analytic, retained diagnostic
and “Omary” correction methods, respectively p=0.005;
p=0.018, p<0.001). Although patient change-over time did
not differ significantly between scan protocols, total LGE
imaging time was 1.6 times shorter with MOCO-LGE com-
pared to bh-LGE (5.23 vs 8.84 minutes, p<0.0001).

Abstract 012 Figure 1 Main Figure: Serial cardiac magnetic resonance imaging in a patient with severe aortic stenosis.
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Conclusion MOCO-LGE is superior to bh-LGE in a clinical
service, with better image quality, easier interpretation and
faster scanning times.
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Background There is a growing need for CMR in patients
with implanted devices, who represent a high-risk cohort.
Recent reports suggest CMR may be safely performed but
artefact remains a significant limitation to late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE). It is still unknown whether novel sequen-
ces to reduce artefact can be used efficiently or provide clini-
cally useful information from scar imaging.
Methods We used a novel free- breathing wideband MOCO
sequence with PSIR (WB-MOCO) designed for a clinical envi-
ronment. Patients with implantable cardiac devices (including
MR non-conditional) referred clinically for CMR were
scanned according to local standard operating procedure
(based on national guidelines and Magnasafe Registry). WB-
MOCO LGE approach was used primarily, with paired com-
parator conventional PSIR FLASH LGE or free breathing
MOCO SSFP. Conventional and WB-MOCO LGE were
assessed for artefact on a scale of 0 to 4 (0=no artefact,
4=completely obscured). A panel of three CMR cardiologists
judged impact on patient care.
Results Of the 67 patients (age 54±19 years, 47 male), 17
had ICDs, 9 cardiac resynchronisation devices, 19 pacemakers
and 22 implantable loop recorders (ILR).

20 (44%) pulse generators were non-conditional; 11 (16%)
inpatients; 10 (15%) with AF; 7 (10%) pacing dependent.
Every patient referred was scanned successfully. 10 leads had
parameter changes by Magnasafe criteria with no clinical sig-
nificance, and 80% normalising at follow up (66±40 days).

With conventional LGE imaging, 22 (33%) scans were non-
diagnostic. WB-MOCO LGE completely removed artefact in
19 (87%), and achieved diagnosis in the remaining 3. 10
(15%) patients had significant artefact on conventional LGE,
which WB completely or almost completely removed.

Abstract 013 Figure 1 Adapted Quality Scoring Method for LGE images in CMR: 10 criteria; range of scores 0 (optimal quality) to 31 (poorest
quality).

Abstract 013 Figure 2 Example images from a single patient
showing bh-LGE image (left) with corresponding MOCO-LGE (right).
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